A Cell Culture System to Investigate the Presynaptic Control of Subsynaptic Membrane Differentiation at the Neuromuscular Junction.
For decades the neuromuscular junction (NMJ) has been a favorite preparation to investigate basic mechanisms of synaptic function and development. As its function is to transmit action potentials in a 1:1 ratio from motor neurons to muscle fibers, the NMJ shows little or no functional plasticity, a property that makes it poorly suited to investigate mechanisms of use-dependent adaptations of synaptic function, which are thought to underlie learning and memory formation in the brain. On the other hand, the NMJ is unique in that the differentiation of the subsynaptic membrane is regulated by one major factor secreted from motor neurons, agrin. As a consequence, myotubes grown on a laminin substrate that is focally impregnated with recombinant neural agrin closely resemble the situation in vivo, where agrin secreted from motor neurons binds to the basal lamina of the NMJ's synaptic cleft to induce and maintain the subsynaptic muscle membrane. We provide here a detailed protocol through which acetylcholine receptor clusters are induced in cultured myotubes contacting laminin-attached agrin, enabling molecular, biochemical and cell biological analyses including high resolution microscopy in 4D. This preparation is ideally suited to investigate the mechanisms involved in the assembly of the postsynaptic muscle membrane, providing distinct advantages over inducing AChR clusters using soluble agrin.